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VMWARE CLOUD FOUNDATION MIGRATIONS

ReSTNSX’s CloudControl is a VMware NSX multi-cloud manager. It allows customers, partners and providers to easily deploy, 
manage and consume NSX services across on-premise and VMware based VCF clouds.  

CloudControl and CloudShift offer numerous 

options to migrate to VCF faster and easier than any 

other method available:   

Upgrades of brownfield VCF NSX deployments 

to that latest VCF versions 

Lift and Shift migrations for minimal downtime 

that leverage other technologies such as HCX 

and vMotion  

Point and click 3rd party firewall conversions 

saving countless hours of scripting and manual 

work 

Optimization engines for the newly converted 

VMware firewall policies to maintain the 

effectiveness of the VMware firewall   

Migrate configurations in days, not months

CloudControl  offers an unprecedented level of NSX multi-cloud 

management capabilities for VCF, including:   

Centralized, multi-cloud management - regardless of the 

location or VCF version 

Synchronization of security policies - on-premise; cloud; intra-

cloud and inter-cloud 

Synchronization of 3rd party firewall objects (Palo Alto and 

Checkpoint) to VMware Firewall for transitioning customers  

A single data repository for all your clouds and up to 365 days 

worth of reporting data  

Global dashboards across all clouds for a single view into NSX 

inventory, trends and issues  

Best in class operations features to simplify NSX deployment, 

management and troubleshooting

VMware Cloud Foundation (VCF) is the flagship enterprise-class hybrid cloud solution for greenfield customer deployments. 
ReSTNSX’s CloudControl and CloudShift solutions enable migrations from legacy “brownfield” environments to the latest 
VCF hybrid clouds with ease, speed and proven reliability.  ReSTNSX supports brownfield environments such as NSX-v; VCF 
3.x; third party firewalls - including Palo Alto, Cisco, Fortinet and Checkpoint; and existing VMware Clouds on X.  With 
robust support for various platforms and a broad ecosystem of partners, ReSTNSX is the most flexible solution provider 
with the only automated method for migrating to VMware NSX networking or firewall in VCF. 


